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D E D I C A T I O N

This Discourse is Dedicated to the Girls
of the Hehert High School, Whose Intellectual
and Spiritual Powers and Desires Will Determine
Their Future,
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THE HISTORY OF HOME ECONOMICS IN THE HEBERT SCHOOL, BEAU
MONT, TEXAS

I N T R O D U C T I O N

This discourse is confined exclusively to the his
tory of the home economics in the Hebert School#

The

writer attempted to outline it in such a way as to be
so interesting to any reader that he or she will read
it through and get a clear idea or concept of the things
which the writer has endeavored to convey.
Home economics is the practice of training girls
for homemaking.

It is a course which should have been

kept as concrete as possible; as easily understandable
as it could be made* as closely connected with real life
as horaemaking itself.

But in most schools today it has

become artificial ana the pupils have lost most of their
interest.
The real aims of the course are:
1. To teach the students or home makers to appreciate
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the worth while functions of a home.
2. Learn the pleasure which can come from homely
tasks well done for the welfare of the family
members•
3. To understand the contribution of science and art
of homemaking.
4. Benefit from the opportunities for self develop
ment which a course dealing with intimate person
al and social problems can give.
The rooms and equipment for homemaking play an im
portant part in the attainment of these goals to the ex
tent of:
a. providing for efficiencies in achievements
of the home making course.
b» afford opportunities for evaluating equip
ment for home use from the standpoint of
type and arrangement.
c. set attainable standards for the home in
the community represented.
d. demonstrate the possibilities of new or improved equipment for the home.
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P U R P O S E

The purpose of this study of home economics in the
Hebert School is that as the years pa.ss, one can trace
the beginning of home economics in this school up until
the present date and compare them.
This study was made because there has not been a
written record of the beginning of home economics and
the achievements.

Because of the need for this discourse

to act as a guide in the future, it was decided that it
would be worth while to place a copy in the library of
this school, so that the students can compare the years
and note the achievements and be proud of them, and ap
preciate more fully the home economics department as it
is today.
This discourse was written with the hope that it
might serve as an incentive or an inspiration to the
girls of the school, and encourage them to put forth
efforts to make each year a greater year than the one
before in trying to preserve what they have and work out
ways to make this department an outstanding asset to
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the Hebert School, the community, and to the city of
Beaumont,

***************
*
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SOURCE OF INFORMATION

I. Forms of Questionnaires sent to Ex-Graduates
and Students, during the years of 1922-"23".
II. My knowledge of the subject as a student in
1922-'29; as a teacher from 1933 to present
time.

***********
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THE HISTORY OF HOME ECONOMICS IN THE HERBERT SCHOOL BEAU
MONT, TEXAS

HEBERT SCHOOL'S HOME ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT IN
1922

In 1922, a building for teaching home economics and
manual arts was constructed, This was a two room con
crete building.

One of the rooms opened on the west side

of the campus, and it was used for the manual arts de
partment, and the other which was used for foods and
clothing opened on the south side of the campus. This
room was very large. It measured 16 x 18 feet. To
carry on the work of both foods and clothing effectively
a partition(made of beaver board, by the boys of the
manual arts department under the supa* vision of their
instructor, Professor W, W, Council) was placed in the
middle or center of the room, separating the part used
for clothing from the part used for foods. This par
tition was movable and it did not necessitate building
another door.

All pupils came in the same way. There

was only one teacher in the person of Miss Rebecca
Carmilla Brown. Miss Brown was very efficient in the
teaching of both foods and clothing.

Much credit is
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due her for her untiring efforts in trying to get over
the subject matter to her pupils in such a short period
of time wnich was 90 minutes.

These classes were car

ried on at the same time within those 90 minutes.

One

group was sewing on one side and the other was cooking
on the other side.

The teacher's time was spent "be

tween these two rooms and classes.
The Foods Department in 1922:
In the room used for cooking these articles were
furnished by the school boards
Articles

Number

1. stoves

2

2. tables

l(very large)

3. chairs

0

4. dish pans

2

5. mixing bowls

2

6. cake plates

5

7. spoonsa. wooden

1

b. table

6

c. tea

6
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Articles

Number

8. bowls(soup)
\'

6

'

9. cupsa, tea(cups)

6

b. measuring

3

10, knives

6

11, forks

6

12, plates

6

The stoves were wood ranges and at that time they
were considered to be the very best make of stove. There
was 'a very large table in this department and it was used
for preparing different dishes for servingj and different
odds and ends. There were no chairs because of the lack
of spa.ce. There were two very large dish pans used for
washing dishes as there was no sink and the water was out
side, The things mentioned above are the equipment in
this department in 1922.
The Clothing

Depprt.ment

in 1922:

The articles that made up the sewing department
equipment:
Articles
machines

dumber
5
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Articles
tables

Number
2(long)

chairs

24

shears

5

pinking machine

1

bobbins

5

The five machines were in perfect working condition.
They were well oiled and the stitches well regulated.
Learning the parts of a machine and how to operate it
was one of the first lessons taught, so naturally the
machines were well taken care of. The teacher was well
up on her subject matter, but she did not have time to
realize all of her objectives, which she would plan for
daily, because of the lack of time. The information was
gathered or assimilated as best to be expected under the
circumstances. This was mainly due to the fact of the
girls' interest in this particular course. The girls
could tell that the teacher had planned each lesson care
fully by the information given out daily.
There were two very long tables used for laying out
materials on patterns and for cutting. These tables were
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also used as desks when written lessons were given.
Twelve chairs were used at each table; these were the
regular sewing chairs which are found in the Home Eco
nomics Department now.
Tools such as shears, pinking machines, bobbins,
and needles were furnished by the School Board, through
the Superintendent. These things were limited or few,
and in order that the teacher could reach each student
with her different problems of cutting, using the machine,
and other things, each student was required to bring her
own shears, needles, bobbins, and personal sewing bags.
These sewing bags were kept by the teacher in her personal
locker after class.
The Period in Between:
The work was very very interesting from the first
year, which was 1922. It became more and more interesting
as the years rolled on. More and more girls became in
terested in this home economics course.
The principal realized the crowded and conjusted
conditions of this department, and he knew if more girls
were encouraged to take the course the situation would be
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worse still, and he would have a chance to ask the sup
erintendent over to see the crowded conditions so that
he might take it up with the school board; by this ac
tion, it was hoped that the building or department
would be enlarged. This naturally would cause an in
crease in space and an expansion of the work, because
instead of using one teacher in the two departments,
there would be a need for two teachers, thus causing an
increase of faculty members as well. Thus, the begin
ning of a series of lectures were started. These lec
tures pointed out points in clothing and the advantages
of knowing what you wear, what to wear and when to wear
it. These lectures also touched on foods; in this they
were shown the value of knowing the part foods play in
the body and how to plan and prepare meals. All of the
lectures were based on home making in general.

After

these series of lectures and demonstrations there was
not room enough to accomodate the girls. Their interest
had been aroused and they were putting forth every ef
fort to make a success of the course. There no provi
sions made for adding or enlarging this department.
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The only provision made was for one group to do lab
oratory work one day while another group looked up
material on foods and clothing in the library, and
these classes were interchanged.
In 1923, during the months of June, July, and
August, another large room was added.

The new room

was used for the clothing department.

New articles

were added-namely:Articles

Number

table

1(large)

machines

3

curtains

5 pairs

stoves

2(wood ranges)

cooking tables

1

chairs
curtains

14
5 pairs

These things were added to the two rooms.

More

girls were incouraged to take the course and there was
a marked improvement in the arts of home making in
general in that community.
In 1929 there was still room for improvement.

The
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scnool board, gave the school some new or modern ar
ticles.

•
Articles

humoer

stoves(gas)

4

ice box(white enamel)

1

sink

1

A modern sinx with not and cold water was instal
led in the foods department with tne addition of 4 new
natural gas stoves and a white enamel ice box which
made that department perfect as far as the physical
features were concerned.
The sewing room which was added in 1923 was en
larged and made into two rooms; one was used for sewing,
ano. the other was used for practicing home making on a
large scale.

This room was furnished with a bed room

suite made by the boys of the manual arts department,
with the aid of their instructor, Professor W. W. Coun
cil, a graduate of Prairie View College,

This room was

set up on a standard of a modern home and it was the
duty of the girls to look after or keep it presentable.
The money used for buying linen and other little things
needed to make the room attractive came from the school'

treasure.
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MONT, TEXAS

HEBERT SCHOOL HOME ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT IN 1938
CHAPTER II.
The Foods Department:
Now looking at the physical features of the Hebert
School, if one would visit with us, he will find in the
foods department these articles:
Articles

NmrTber

stoves

6

sink

1

china closet

1

china ware
cabinets
many other things

(can't count)
-

l(very large)
(no count)

The six white gas stoves are well keptj the white
sink is well looked after. The china closet is very nice
with very expensive china ware bought by the school.
There is a large cabinet made by the boys of the manual
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arts department under the supervision of Professor W.
W. Council, the instructor of that department.

Such

things as cake pans, egg beaters, pots, pans, spoons,
plates, forks, knives, and many other cooking utensils
are also included.

There was a space in this cabinet

for putting such foods as flour, sugar, eggs, and other
things.
The girls are required to wear white hoover aprons
or any kind of white uniforms and white head bands to
keep falling hair from falling in the food.

The work

is gone about in an orderly manner. The girls are
taught to keep things in as perrect a condition as pos
sible, while they are working.

They are graded on how

they look(that is their uniforms and personal appear
ance), and how they work(whether they keep the table in
order and if they wash up as they go along or let things
pile up and wait until the last to wash them).

In

grading the girls daily on laboratory work, the interest
iskept high, because each girl tries to have a perfect
record or the highest points each day; and in working in
groups of three's, they have learned to cooperate and are
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willing to do what the group thinks is "best for each
one of the groups to do; this brings about perfect har
mony in the groups.
There are some extra activities carried on in this
department after school on certain days. The coopera
tion of the church, school and social societies or clubs,
make these girls very easy to handle. The way these
different organizations function teaches the girls co
operation on the highest level. The 4-H Club, The Y, W.
C, A., and The Girls' Reserve Club meet one day each
week. The 4-H Club meets on Monday; the Y, W. C, A,
club meets on Wednesday; the Girls' Reserve Club meets
on Friday; these meetings are after school. Such activ
ities as canning, preserving, cooking, and serving meals
to members of the clubs and instructors are carried on.
The canning and preserving are for exhibits at the fair,
This encourages good house keeping. The girls are
scored on this work also, but it is done by the clubs,
and not the instructors of home economics. For certain
achievements prizes are given which encourage the girls
to do their best work. The two teachers in the home
economics department help supervise this work because
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they are members and are willing workers of the Y. W.
C. A.
The Clothing Department:
On looking at the physical features of this depart
ment, you will find a well equipped room. The lighting
is very good; there are ten windows in all, and each is
well draped with creamy curtains, which are always kept
very nice and clean, as it is a part of the girls' duties
to keep them so. The work of the girls are scored by
them with the aid of the teacher or supervisor. This is
one form of score card used by the girls for scoring.
Personal Chart
Thread top of machine

Points
10

Thread bobbin

5

Fill bobbin

5

Adjust tension

15

Replace needle

5

Thread properly

1°

Oil
Use small hemmer

5

1°
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Personal Chart

Points

Adjust stitch

5

Use binder

10

Use tucker

10

Use gatherer

10

PERFECT SCORE OR TOTAL.... 100
Such a card is marked after each lesson by each
student or girl; and the teacher has a personal copy
which she marks and keeps for herself. Of course all
girls do not make perfect scores hut they are given
some part of the points given for each thing. These
points are summed up to find the average. In doing
this, the girl is ahle to see how much she is accomp
lishing or she will be able to see her weak points and
try to remedy them. The interest is kept high end each
girl is free to give her ideas on what she thinks is
right and what she thinks is wrong. The girls are free

to discuss the things they do not understand, asking
the teacher her ideas on the nhtter. The facts are
then summed up by both the students and teacher and a
list

of points(to he considered in working out problems
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which have been discussed) is worked out.
Each girl is required to take two years of foods
aid two years of clothing. She must make an average of
not less than "D" to pass the course. If less is made
the girls are required to remove this mark by actual
work or examination.

***************
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CHAPTER III.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

My thoughts on the reason for the success and per
fect harmony in this student-teacher relationship in the
Hehert School are that due to the fact that both teachers
are young(each oeing in her twenties), these conditions
exist. The teachers are, namely; Misses Mahle Peterson
and Annie B. Mumford; both teachers are graduates of
Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College. Miss
Peterson is the instructor of foods. Miss Mumford is the
instructor of clothing. These teachers are able to underthe girls because they live in this community and they
know the girls and their parents. They are able to put
their program over because they have studied the girls as
individuals and distinct persons with different personali
ties. The class work and interest has grown under the
hands or supervision of these two efficient teachers, and
Hebert School has done some very outstanding work in the
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city of Beaumont in this work or field , and it plays
an important part in the Fair exhibitions.

We have so

many prizes of which the school is proud that a special
case has been made to place them in.

These prizes have

been won for a period of 15 years and they are exhibited
with pride,

************
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